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MIDLAND VEHICLE LICENSING CENTRE 
Grievance 

MRS M.H. ROBERTS (Midland) [9.13 am]: My grievance is to the Minister for Transport, and is about the 
privatisation of vehicle licensing centres and, more particularly, the closure of the Midland vehicle licensing 
centre.  

Midland has had a government vehicle licensing centre for decades. Indeed, I suspect it has had one for at least 
50 or 60 years, possibly longer. My great-grandfather drove one of the first vehicles in Midland. He was a 
bicycle repairman and he also made bicycles at his workshop on Great Eastern Highway. My grandmother was 
born there in 1910 and was the eldest of his children. She told me that as a little girl she would often go with him 
in the T-model Ford that he used to drive, which was one of the few vehicles in Midland at that time. At times it 
doubled as a taxi, town ambulance, undertaker’s vehicle and any other form of emergency vehicle that was 
required.  

Mr T.R. Buswell: Hopefully not all on the same journey!  

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS: Sometimes there was a bit of doubling up! My grandmother told me quite a few 
interesting stories. I have only a short time for this grievance.  

The above highlights a couple of things. First, vehicles have been in Midland for a very long time. Second, 
Midland has always been and will continue to be an important regional centre. Members can imagine my 
surprise when, just in the last week or two, my office received numerous phone calls and visits from people who 
wanted to know why the vehicle licensing centre had closed. I looked at its website and at statements from the 
government and learnt that the centre was due to close on 30 November. However, some of my constituents told 
me that it had already closed. Upon checking that, I learnt that despite its advertised closure of 30 November, the 
centre is running on reduced hours and appears to be open half-days rather than full days. This is very much 
privatisation by stealth. Yes, I am aware of the trialling that would involve private workshops conducting vehicle 
inspections, rather than government, in some country centres. But I never for one moment imagined that the 
Midland licensing centre would close.  

The lack of fanfare surrounding this announcement is interesting. The Premier and the Minister for Transport 
have not been to Midland to announce the closure of a government facility in that region. They have not said 
what is happening with the land on which the licensing centre is located nor have they said whether this is part of 
some cash grab or massive asset sale. There has been no proper communication with the people in my electorate 
about what alternate services are available. Yes, if people look at the vehicle licensing website they will find 
alternate places to take their cars. However, I want to know why the Midland vehicle licensing centre was 
singled out, as I understand it, to be the first major closure of a licensing centre in the metropolitan area. Why is 
the government privatising those services? What will happen with the property on Great Eastern Highway? How 
can I be sure that the level of service will not diminish? Midland is a major regional centre that has a lot of 
caryards and businesses that need to license their vehicles. As I understand it, there has been high demand for the 
licensing centre in Midland. How do we know that those businesses will not be negatively affected?  

I am also concerned about the government’s level of hypocrisy. When Labor was in government, we put 
government services into centres such as Midland, because we acknowledged that it was a major regional centre. 
It was a Labor government that, in the late 1980s, decided to locate the former Department of Land 
Administration, now Landgate, in Midland. During my tenure as minister for police, I was able to commit to the 
police facility at the Midland railway workshops site to locate the forensic and traffic branches. Midland is the 
centre of a growing region. Yesterday in Parliament we saw evidence of the growth in suburbs such as 
Ellenbrook and Aveley. The local high school will need 29 demountable classrooms because of the growth in the 
area. It is an important area of growth. Constituents, business owners and car dealers in my electorate do not 
want to travel to Welshpool or Osborne Park to license their vehicles. I am aware that some local mechanics are 
now licensed to undertake this process. How do we know that they will cope with the demand without there 
being inordinate delays? No doubt some of the workshops are already struggling to keep up with the workload of 
their existing clientele. How will they deal with this extra responsibility? How do I know that there will not be 
long queues of people waiting to license their vehicles? Why were the people of Midland and the surrounding 
region not told about the government’s plan to privatise this service ahead of the last state election? Midland had 
more visits from the Premier in the first three months of this year than it had in the past five years. I note that the 
Premier has not been quick to visit Midland since. The Premier and other ministers made lot of announcements 
in the first three months of the year during the election period. They made a lot of promises for Midland, none of 
which has come to fruition; yet when something real like this happens—when a major government service is 
effectively closed and privatised—there is no announcement by the minister, no fanfare and no press call. I am 
aware that the Minister for Transport has since been to my electorate. He addressed a breakfast of the Chamber 
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of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia. He did not advise people at that breakfast that he was about to 
close the vehicle licensing centre in Midland. This is a loss of service for the people of Midland. 

Mr T.R. Buswell: I didn’t get to that breakfast.   

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS: If the minister did not get to it, it is no wonder that he did not tell them anything. I am 
glad I did not get out of bed to listen to what the minister had to say!  

The minister has still not been to Midland. I look forward to him visiting Midland to explain to its people why he 
is closing their vehicle licensing centre.  

MR T.R. BUSWELL (Vasse — Minister for Transport) [9.19 am]: Unfortunately, the member for Midland 
cannot claim for Midland the title of the first major vehicle inspection centre in the metropolitan area to be 
closed. There were six and now with Midland there are five. The first one that closed was in O’Connor.  

Mrs M.H. Roberts: That is not major compared with Midland. 
Mr T.R. BUSWELL: It most certainly was major. That was closed about 18 months ago and replaced with a 
series of authorised inspection centres—exactly the same as will happen with Midland. Why? Because it 
provides better service to the people who want to use those centres. One of the most common complaints that I 
receive—although I receive fewer of them now—concerns pressure on the resources and the delays at vehicle 
inspection centres. There are lots and lots of delays. There is no trial of authorised inspection centres as they 
have been in regional Western Australia for many, many years. I remember taking my bus to Bruce Butler Autos 
in Busselton every year and Bruce would conduct the inspection. 

Mrs M.H. Roberts: You would expect that in country areas. 
Mr T.R. BUSWELL: The member said it was a trial, but it is not a trial because it has been happening in 
regional areas for many years. The Midland centre has closed and the staff from the centre will be relocated to 
Welshpool or Osborne Park. What is replacing the Midland centre? There have been a number of new authorised 
inspection centres announced, not just in the Midland area, but across the eastern suburbs. I will read out a 
couple: Notte Works Midland Autoplus will do light vehicles; Steve’s Motorcycles in Bellevue will do 
motorcycles; Auto Response in Stratton; and Day Auto Electrical Service in Midvale. There are a significant 
number of them, including Scania in Kewdale, that will do heavy vehicles. The list goes on and on: M and D 
Suspension and Mechanical Repairs in Belmont; AME Automotive in Canning Vale and so on. There are 10 new 
authorised inspection centres opening to provide services to people who live in the eastern suburbs. 

Mrs M.H. Roberts: They are existing businesses; they are not new centres opening. 

Mr T.R. BUSWELL: They are new authorised inspection centres. People will be able to take their motor 
vehicle to one of those places and have it inspected. All the feedback I receive says that this is a much better 
system than using a Department of Transport vehicle inspection centre for a whole range of reasons. I have not 
received a negative response from anyone who used to use the O’Connor centre. The member mentioned motor 
vehicle dealers. One of the other initiatives that we have again started is a mobile authorised inspection centre. 
They are heavily utilised by motor vehicle dealers. They go out to the dealership, conduct the inspection, do all 
that they have to do, issue whatever paperwork they have to issue and request repairs if they are required. 

There has been tremendous reform in this space. In my view, this has been overwhelmingly endorsed because I 
have not received any complaints from the public about it, and businesses are lining up to offer their services. I 
do not know if these businesses are busy. Ultimately, I suspect that they would not have become authorised 
inspection centres if they did not think it was in their commercial best interest to do so. They are private 
businesses and entitled to make a profit, but they are also expected to provide a service to the public. This is 
excellent reform and I anticipate that in due course, as opportunities present, there will be more authorised 
inspection centres, not less.  

Member for Midland, what is really interesting is that in the financial year ending 30 June 2012–13, 
44.5 per cent of completed vehicle examinations occurred at vehicle examination centres and 55.5 per cent 
occurred at authorised inspection centres. Clearly there is a demand and I believe that percentage will move 
more in favour of authorised inspection centres with the closure of Midland and the opening of these 10 new 
authorised inspection centres. In the metropolitan area there are now four vehicle examination centres 
remaining—Welshpool, Warwick, Kelmscott and Osborne Park—and there are 26 authorised inspection centres. 
This is all about delivering quality service to the public of Western Australia. 

Mrs M.H. Roberts: Is the minister going to deal with what is happening to the property on Great Eastern 
Highway? 

Mr T.R. BUSWELL: I do not know what is happening to the property on Great Eastern Highway. I do not 
know if we own it or lease it. 
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Mrs M.H. Roberts: Yes, you do own it. 

Mr T.R. BUSWELL: I cannot answer that because I do not know. What I do know is that the site would have 
required extensive upgrading and repairs. That was part of the decision to close it. 

Mrs M.H. Roberts: It is a very big site. 

Mr T.R. BUSWELL: This is good reform; very good reform. If it is a big site that the government no longer 
needs we will probably sell it—although no decision has been made on that. There has been huge reform in the 
vehicle examination space.  

There is another really interesting area of reform that I will quickly let the member for Midland know about. I 
happened to be at the West Perth post office the other day and people can now pay for their licence and a range 
of other things at the West Perth post office. Effectively, there is a Department of Transport — 

Mrs M.H. Roberts: You have been able to pay for your licence at a post office for a long time. 

Mr T.R. BUSWELL: Not at West Perth because it only just opened, and not across the metropolitan area. This 
is being extensively rolled out across the metropolitan area. Why? Again, because it will provide a better service. 
The other reason is that it is actually a cheaper transaction for the taxpayer. There is a heck of a lot of change 
happening in this space.  

Mrs M.H. Roberts: Is the minister going to privatise the practical driving test as well? 

Mr T.R. BUSWELL: As the member alluded, there is a practical driving test trial in Bunbury. It is an 
interesting question, member, because there has always been private assessment for heavy combination and 
multi-combination vehicles. The next two classes down, which are heavy rigid and medium rigid, are being also 
being trialled as independent assessments in Bunbury. If that works—the trial is going along quite nicely—I 
anticipate that that will be rolled out in more areas around the state. It is an entirely sensible reform. The total 
focus of this is on improving service levels to the public. I think that the people who live in Midland and the 
eastern suburbs will get a much better level of service from this particular initiative and it will be at the 
member’s peril if she attempts to unwind it. 
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